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Abstract—Provenance describes detailed information about
the history of a piece of data, containing the relationships
among elements such as users, processes, jobs, and workflows
that contribute to the existence of data. Provenance is key
to supporting many data management functionalities that are
increasingly important in operations such as identifying data
sources, parameters, or assumptions behind a given result;
auditing data usage; or understanding details about how inputs
are transformed into outputs. Despite its importance, however,
provenance support is largely underdeveloped in highly parallel
architectures and systems. One major challenge is the demanding
requirements of providing provenance service in situ. The need
to remain lightweight and to be always on often conflicts
with the need to be transparent and offer an accurate catalog
of details regarding the applications and systems. To tackle
this challenge, we introduce a lightweight provenance service,
called LPS, for high-performance computing (HPC) systems. LPS
leverages a kernel instrument mechanism to achieve transparency
and introduces representative execution and flexible granularity to
capture comprehensive provenance with controllable overhead.
Extensive evaluations and use cases have confirmed its efficiency
and usability. We believe that LPS can be integrated into current
and future HPC systems to support a variety of data management
needs.

I. INTRODUCTION

Provenance, also commonly referred to as lineage, is meta-

data that describes the history of a piece of data [12].

Along with its graph representation, provenance indicates the

relationships among all elements—data sources, processing

steps, contextual information, and dependencies—that con-

tribute to the existence of a piece of data [11, 20, 30]. An

extensive number of data management functionalities rely

on provenance [18, 37, 38]. Its importance has been well

acknowledged, and various provenance systems have been

investigated [9, 15, 33, 32, 35]. Nevertheless, a generic prove-

nance service for highly parallel environments, such as high-

performance computing (HPC) platforms, is still missing. The

reason comes primarily from the challenging requirements

of providing provenance service in these performance-critical

environments.

First, as an always-on service, the provenance tracing

and collection must be lightweight. It should achieve a low

overhead (typically less than 1% slowdown of applications

and less than a 1 MB memory footprint per core, accord-

ing to discussions with domain scientists working on HPC

clusters [7]). Most existing provenance systems, except those

such as Zoom [9] and VisTrails [35] that work with specific

workflow systems, experience significant overhead. For ex-

ample, PASSv2 has up to 23% overhead in representative

applications [33], and SPADEv2 reports 10% overhead for

Apache production runs [22]. Such overhead is not acceptable

for HPC platforms that run highly concurrent applications.
Second, because of the complexity of HPC platforms, the

provenance tracing and collection must cover provenance

generated from different physical locations (e.g., login nodes

and compute nodes), about multiple execution abstractions

(e.g., scientific workflows, multinode jobs, local processes),

on both local and distributed data files. Many provenance

systems, including PASSv2 [33], ES3 [21], TREC [39], and

many others [8, 9, 25, 27, 35], are not designed for or are not

capable of fulfilling these needs in HPC environments.
Third, as a default service in HPC platforms, provenance

tracing is expected to be transparent and automatic. In other

words, users should not need to modify their codes, link to

nonstandard libraries, or set up environmental variables in or-

der to enable provenance support. More aggressively, not only

should the users not need to manually enable the provenance

service, they even may not have the privilege to disable the

provenance service if the collected provenance will be used for

mission-critical tasks such as data auditing. Many cross-layer

provenance systems normally require extensive interventions

from users, limiting their participation willingness, especially

for domain scientists [32, 28].
To tackle these challenges, we have designed and imple-

mented a lightweight provenance service, called LPS, for HPC

platforms. LPS combines a multitude of techniques. First,

we enable transparent and automatic systemwide provenance

tracing by instrumenting kernel-level events and efficiently

aggregating them across the system. Second, we support

flexible provenance granularities to strike a balance between

comprehensive provenance and low overhead. Third, we in-

troduce the concept of representative executions to compress

the superfluous kernel events and further reduce the overheads

of LPS. Our evaluation with various benchmark workloads

and real-world scenarios shows that LPS introduces negligible

overheads in general (less than 1% performance with coarse-

grained granularity) with controllable memory consumption.

The main contributions of this work are threefold:

• Design and implementation of a framework by instru-

menting operating system kernel and leveraging envi-
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ronmental variables to collect systemwide provenance

transparently.

• Introduction of a new methodology—unified provenance

granularity—to achieve balance between overhead and

provenance accuracy. Multiple granularities can be dy-

namically switched at runtime.

• Extensive evaluations to validate the LPS methodology

and to verify its efficiency and usability.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II

discusses the background and motivation of LPS. Section III

analyzes the provenance granularity in HPC system and in-

troduces the unified model to support multiple granularities

in LPS. Section IV discusses the design and implementation

details of LPS. Section V reports the evaluation results and

analysis. Section VI summarizes our conclusions and briefly

discusses future work.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

We motivate this research based on the data management

needs from real-world scenarios and their requirements for

provenance information.

A. LPS Provenance Graph Model

Provenance can be modeled with the Open Provenance

Model (OPM), which is a directed graph with three types of

nodes: the data Artifact, indicating an immutable piece

of state; the executing Process, indicating action or series

of actions performed on or caused by the artifacts; and the

controlling Agent, which is a contextual entity acting as

a catalyst of a process. There are directed edges between

different nodes representing the causal dependencies between

the source and the destination [30].

OPM is generic, describing various types of provenance;

but it is not particularly straightforward for HPC systems and

users. In LPS, we follow the OPM concept but extend it to be

more specific for HPC environments.

1) We define User and User Group node types, which

belong to Agent as defined in OPM. We define depen-

dencies belongsTo and has to connect these two node

types.

2) We define Workflow, Job, and Process node types,

which are executing Process as defined in OPM. The

dependencies belongsTo and has connect nodes like

Workflow and its Jobs; parent and child connect

multiple Process nodes.

3) We define a File node type that belongs to Artifact.

Since Artifact is immutable but files are always

changing, each File node should represent a specific

version (or snapshot) of the file.

4) We define more dependencies to represent mean-

ingful relationships between node types; for exam-

ple, run/runBy connect User and Process node,

and read/readBy and write/writeBy connect

Process and File.

In Figure 1, we show an example of provenance built by

LPS. In this example, one user (Joe) from a user group (Prj-1)

started multiple executions that read/write files. Because of the

space limit, we do not label all the edges. Instead, different

line patterns are used to denote different dependencies. File

/scratch/joe/ior.conf was changed by vi and later

read by the mpi-ior job; hence, two nodes are shown in the

graph to denote two versions of the same file. We expect that

more details about the interactions between processes and files

will lead to more versions of the same file.

Prj-1

Joe

cat

vi

mpi-ior -np 3

/scratch/joe/ior.conf
Version: 1

rank 0

rank 2

/scratch/joe/ior.conf
Version: 0

Figure 1: LPS provenance graph example.

B. Motivating Use Cases

With such a provenance graph built automatically in HPC

environments, multiple useful data management tasks will be

possible. For example, the graph can help validate compu-

tation results by tracing how a data file was generated and

how relevant applications were executed, thus allowing us

to rebuild a controlled environment (especially in an HPC

environment) to repeat computation and validate the results.

Another example is auditing the damages of shared datasets,

which can happen from various sources such as intentional

instrumentation, misconfigured applications, or just a buggy

library. The provenance graph can trace activities on files and

hence help identify both the source of the damages and the

descendant files affected by the damaged files.

We demonstrate the usefulness of LPS with another com-

monly seen use case: analysis of computation results. Recently,

we attempted to measure the I/O performance of a parallel file

system by running a series of IOR benchmarks [36]. Because

of system variability, the results were slightly different each

time. Hence, many repetitions of the same test were conducted

in order to generate multiple result files and grep/awk them

to build a single data file for plotting. However, unexpected

variations often occur, and one must identify the root cause

of these variations. To do so, all IOR invocations need to be

checked in order to confirm whether the same environment

(environmental variables, configuration files, command lines,

etc.) were used and whether they were executed in a time

frame when the system was stable. A provenance graph similar

to Figure 1 clearly helps such a task.

Although this particular example is system oriented, its

pattern is common in the data-driven scientific discovery era.

Scientists usually spend a considerable amount of time ana-

lyzing the massive amount of results generated from repeated
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runs of their simulations with different parameters, inputs,

and algorithms. A tool such as LPS, which can automatically

record how the results were generated and how applications

were executed and will involve only a low overhead, will be

highly valuable.

III. LPS PROVENANCE GRANULARITY

In Section I we discussed several critical requirements of

a provenance service on highly concurrent environments. A

significant challenge in meeting these requirements is the

conflict between the need for systemwide, comprehensive

provenance and low overhead in HPC environments. In LPS,

we tackle this challenge by enabling the system to work under

different granularities seamlessly.

A. Provenance Granularity

Granularity choice is involved in many aspects of prove-

nance. For example, regarding the executions, one can capture

provenance for workflows, jobs, processes, or threads; regard-

ing the data, one can capture activities on the whole file or

just a piece of the file [9, 35, 33, 22, 21]. In LPS, we fix the

primitive of executions as the local process and the primitive of

data as the whole file. Although one can always capture fine-

grained provenance about entities such as threads or pieces

of files, the scale of HPC applications and their complex I/O

behaviors make this action impractical.

Even if the granularity of executions and data files is fixed,

their interactions (file-accessing operations) still have multiple

granularity choices. Figure 2 shows interactions between exe-

cutions and files. There are three granularities on file accesses

based on those interactions. The open/close granularity cap-

tures only the file open and close events and ignores all read-

s/writes between them. It may be inaccurate as users may not

read/write a file immediately after opening it or close the file

timely after accessing it. Also, it does not capture information

like read/write size. The first/last granularity records the first

and the last read or write accesses and pairs them, respectively.

Its time range is always smaller than that of the open/close

granularity and hence more accurate. But it does need to trace

every read and write operation in order to determine the first

and last one. The most accurate but also expensive granularity

is read/write, which records each file access (both its start

time and finish time) to distinguish concurrent accesses. The

granularity of file accesses is important for answering queries

relevant to data dependencies, which significantly affect the

comprehensiveness of provenance. At the same time, the cost

of capturing file accesses can take a major part of provenance

tracking overheads because of the data-intensive nature of

HPC applications and hence is critical to optimize.

Provenance systems normally choose one granularity based

on their overhead requirements and stay with that one all

the time [9, 35, 33, 22, 21]. This approach is problematic,

however, since the chosen granularity could introduce high

overhead in certain workloads or may not be accurate enough

to support many use cases. For example, PASSv2 traces every

read/write system call to obtain the read/write granularity. For

File A
timeline

Execution

Open Close

Read

Write
Read

Write

Open/Close Granularity

First/Last Granularity (Read)

Read/Write Gran.

...

Figure 2: Typical interactions between execution and file.

certain workloads that conduct a large number of small I/O

operations, however, it will experience a significant overhead

(over 23%) even on a single server [33]. This is clearly not

acceptable in HPC environment. On the other hand, some

use cases, such as validating scientific results, prefer more

accurate file access information, for example, whether a read

from an application is “before” or “after” a write from other

applications. If only open/close relationships are captured, an

execution (E2) that read before the FirstWrite but after the

open of another execution (E1) will be considered as depen-

dent of E1, which is not accurate. Although this inaccuracy

is not catastrophic, since all collected provenance inevitably

contain certain inaccuracy [12], it does introduce more false-

positive data dependency, which may require the users’ domain

expertise to judge or otherwise lead to more recomputations

in use cases like validating the results. Hence, if the tracing

overhead is acceptable, such inaccuracy should be minimized.

It is worth noting that the inaccuracy is not equal to error of

provenance. The false-positive dependency never misses real

data dependency, which can lead to real problem and users

can never correct it.

B. Unified Model for Multiple Granularities

In LPS, we support different granularities and allow the

provenance granularity to be changed by users at runtime.

Such changes are normally triggered by the overhead changes

from running different workloads. As different granularities

capture different file access operations, the provenance system

needs to process them seamlessly.

To meet this need, we characterize different granularities

into one unified representation. Specifically, in LPS, we con-

sider that the file accesses operate on a time range of an

immutable status of File, which represents a snapshot of

the file and can be mapped to a node (with version) in the

provenance graph. The immutable status of the file can be

defined by a start event and an end event, determining the

granularity. For example, the open/close granularity is defined

as T [eopen, eclose], the first/last granularity is represented as

T [eFirstAccess, eLastAccess], and the read/write granularity is

defined as T [eReadStart, eReadEnd]. Unlike other provenance

systems that pair certain start and end events to form a

fixed granularity (e.g., open/close), in LPS we allow any two
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events to be paired to form provenance. For example, an

Open event can be paired with LastAccess instead of Close;

similarly, FirstAccess can pair with Close, too. There are

also illegal pairs. For example, we do not consider Open and

FirstAccess as a meaningful granularity simply because there

is no file access between these two events. The same reason

is applicable to the case of events LastAccess and Close.

Using this model, LPS can smoothly process events of

different granularities generated from different users and their

allocated portion of compute nodes. It can also process the

events if the granularity is forced to change while appli-

cations are running. For example, assume that the first/last

granularity is used at the beginning. Later, if the overhead

is intolerable, one can switch to an open/close granularity

for lower overhead. Before switching, the system collects

FirstAccess events and then collects Close events. With the

unified model, LPS can pair them together meaningfully to

T [eFirstAccess, eClose]. If the first/last granularity is switched

back later, one can still pair the remaining Open event with

new LastAccess event. More details about the implementation

are discussed in Section IV.

C. Discussion of Read/Write Granularity

Although read/write granularity captures the most accurate

file access operations, its usage is actually very limited in HPC

environments. The primary reason is that in such a highly

parallel environment, even if we know the accurate data access

order on a file through read/write granularity—for example,

one execution (E1) issued two writes to a file, and another

execution (E2) read the same file between those two writes—

we still cannot tell the exact dependency because they may

read/write different parts of the file. In fact, it is typical to

have multiple executions issuing concurrent, independent I/O

requests to different parts of a file in parallel applications [24].

Thus, the paid overheads for tracing each read/write operation

and fusing them to form correct dependency may become

insignificant. Moreover, the traced individual write/read is hard

to be matched back to I/O operations that users can understand

or repeat. This further diminishes the need for such fine-

grained provenance. In many cases, it is enough to claim that

E2 depends on E1 just by knowing that E2 read after the

first write of E1. Such provenance is also helpful in many use

cases, including determining that rerunning is needed in order

to reproduce a given result. Given these reasons, we eliminate

read/write granularity and keep only open/close and first/last

as options for users in LPS.

IV. LPS DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 3 shows the overall architecture of LPS and its

integration with a typical HPC system. All compute nodes and

login nodes in the HPC system run Local LPS, which takes

charge of tracing and preprocessing local provenance-relevant

events. In LPS, since we support multiple granularities, those

tracers running on different compute nodes (allocated to dif-

ferent users) may be under different granularities, shown as

different colors in Figure 3. All processed events are sent to a

Provenance

Distributed LPS Cluster

Local LPS

Lo
gi

n 
N

od
es

Compute Nodes

Parallel File System

ProvenanceData

Figure 3: LPS overall architecture in HPC system.

distributed LPS cluster for further aggregation and storage.

The size and running mode of the distributed cluster are

configurable by administrators. LPS can run as a standalone

cluster or utilize part of the existing compute nodes, as the

figure illustrates.
For provenance storage, which is not the focus of this study,

we deploy a distributed graph database specifically designed

for storing a metadata graph such as provenance, following a

previous study [17] and its open source release [16]. Specif-

ically, we host a configurable number of RocksDB database

instances to store the graph [3]. Each database instance stores

part of the provenance graph as a single DB file, which is then

persisted in the underlying parallel file system. The provenance

graph is partitioned into these RocksDB database instances by

using an incremental partitioning strategy, called DIDO [17].

Distributed LPS Cluster

Kernel Space

System Call Layer

LPS Aggregator
user processes

/Proc 

A Single Server

LPS Tracer

User Space

LPS Aggregator

A Single Server

Server

LPS Builder LPS Builder LPS Builder LPS Builder

Server Server Server
...,...

Figure 4: Detailed LPS architecture and components.

Figure 4 shows the key components of the Local LPS and

the Distributed LPS cluster. Here, the LPS Tracer runs in the

kernel space of each node to trace relevant events generated

from users’ activities. These events are the building blocks of

provenance. The LPS Aggregator runs in user space of each

node, receiving data from the tracer, caching them, pruning

and aggregating them, and sending them to LPS Builder to

build provenance. The LPS Builder runs in the user space
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of the remote LPS cluster. It takes charge of building the

final provenance graph and storing them into backend graph

databases.

A. LPS Tracer

Provenance covers a wide range of activities in the system.

In general, three strategies, shown in Table I, are used to trace

those activities.

TABLE I: Runtime activity tracing methods.

Method Transparency No Privilege Dynamic
Provenance APIs × � ×
Library Wrapper × � ×

Kernel Instrumentation � × �

The Provenance APIs method provides explicit APIs to

users to trace interested activities [28]. It requires users to

rewrite their applications and hence is not transparent. It

also does not support dynamic changes on the provenance

granularity at runtime. It normally does not need system

privilege but is largely limited to the applications that are

already integrated with those APIs.

The Library Wrapper method provides provenance-enabled

libraries wrapping the original library to trace activities. It

requires users to relink applications for static libraries or to

set proper LD_PRELOAD for dynamic libraries. Hence, it is

not transparent in general; however, system administrators

can substitute the libraries systemwide to enable transparency,

which in turn requires system privilege. Neither way supports

dynamic changes on the provenance granularity. Darshan [5]

is built by using this method.

The Kernel Instrumentation method tracks users’ activi-

ties by hooking the operating system’s system calls. It is

transparent to users and maximizes the generality, since most

applications activities can be identified through kernels. Al-

though it requires system privilege to instrument the kernel,

the risks have been proven controllable by many mature

instrumentation tools (e.g., DTrace [23] and SystemTap [6]).

This strategy has been widely used in provenance systems

including PAASv2 [33], ES3 [21], and BURRITO [25]. An-

other advantage of kernel instrumentation is that it can change

its instrumented system calls dynamically at runtime. This

capabilitiy is necessary for LPS to support flexible provenance

granularities. Hence, it is also the strategy that we use.

1) Systemtap Kernel Instrument.: LPS leverages kernel

instrumentation to collect detailed runtime events to build

provenance. Specifically, it uses Systemtap [6] to probe the

kernel for three categories of activities.

• Executions. LPS probes the execve, exit_group, and

kprocess.create kernel functions or system calls to

collect information about processes creation, execution,

and termination.

• Files. LPS probes open/close/read/write system

calls to capture detailed information about file accesses.

In addition, mmap and pipe are probed to get more

complete file access activities.

• Metadata. LPS probes operations such as rename,

link, unlink, and delete to maintain the mapping

between provenance entities and files in the original file

system.

For each event, a built-in function timestamp() of Sys-

temtap is used to query a local time for an event automatically.

The tracer also reads /proc to collect required runtime

metadata such as environmental variables.

2) Dynamic Probe.: A major design feature in LPS is to

allow the provenance granularity to be chosen or changed in

each resource allocation (i.e., user-allocated compute nodes) as

needed. Using Systemtap, this dynamical granularity changing

turns to dynamically enable and disable read/write probes.

Although SystemTap provides a conditional probe to allow

users to define a condition to decide whether a probe should

be activated or not [6], our experiments show that it introduces

overheads even if the conditional probe is not enabled. Thus,

instead of using conditional probes, we create two SystemTap

scripts for the LPS tracer. The first one enables all default

probe points, and the second one probes only read/write
system calls. Both of them are active at runtime by default, but

the second one can be deactivated by users. LPS sets a hook

on a specific local file; and whenever users touch that file,

the second script is executed. Similarly, if users touch another

specific file, the second script is stopped. We also provide a

tool to help users quickly touch all files across all nodes in

their allocations.

Since the LPS tracer runs in kernel space, it increases over-

head on kernel activities. In the LPS tracer implementation,

we follow the principle of minimizing the time in kernel

mode. The user-defined event-processing functions construct

only needed metadata and send the data back to the user space

LPS Aggregator for further processing. LPS also filters out

useless events, for example, all processes that are part of the

tracing service.

Through the tracer, we can capture detailed runtime events.

However, this information is not enough since these events are

still largely isolated. For example, users will not know whether

a local operating-system-level process belongs to a certain

distributed job because their runtime activities are collected at

different locations: job submission activity is collected in login

node, and process activities are collected in compute nodes.

The LPS builder will fuse those isolated events to build the

provenance.

B. LPS Aggregator

We utilize the named pipeline to connect the tracer

and the aggregator on each node. The events collected in

kernel space by the LPS tracer will be sent to such a pipeline

waiting for processing. The LPS aggregator will continuously

retrieve data from the same pipeline. The named pipeline is

an in-memory data structure, and as such it is efficient for

reading/writing. When remote builders are slow or the tracer

generates too many events, the events will be buffered in

the named pipeline temporarily. Doing so, however, increases

its memory consumption. In most Linux deployments, the
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maximal size of named pipeline is limited (64 KB typically).

In LPS, we manually set them to a larger value (512 ∗ Core
KB). This number is chosen based on the limit of the memory

footprint in LPS. Even with a larger pipeline size, how-

ever, LPS still may exhaust them if remote aggregators stall.

Therefore, the aggregator continuously monitors the buffered

events size. Once it uses over half the allocated memory, the

aggregator starts to write collected events directly into local

file system or remote parallel file system for backup. These

events are processed after the remote LPS builder recovers.
1) Monitoring Overhead.: Each of the fired probes in

SystemTap introduces a small overhead, and this overhead may

itself be too high (over the 1% requirement). For example, if all

reads/writes are probed and, at the same time, one application

issues a large volume of small I/O requests (e.g., 1 million

times of 1-byte writes), the probe overheads might become

unacceptable. To avoid this situation, the LPS aggregator

monitors the fired frequency of read/write events, with

the help of the LPS tracer’s SystemTap script. Specifically,

in the second script that probes read/write system calls,

we maintain a counter that increases every time a probe is

fired. At the same time, a timer event fires every 1 ms to reset

the counter to zero. After increasing the counter, if the tracer

notices that the counter is too large, it notifies the aggregator,

which then logs this event to notify users so that they can

make a decision about switching granularity.
2) Pruning with Representative Executions.: The kernel

instrumentation in the LPS tracer achieves transparency and

flexibility but also elevates the noise by creating too many

events that might not be interesting to users. In the LPS
aggregator, we introduce representative execution to reduce the

noise level and also help users better utilize the provenance.

Figure 5 shows an execution tree captured by the tracer

after running an MPI program through mpiexec -n 3
./mpitest in the local machine. In this figure, each node

represents a process, labeled with an executable name and

process Id. The directed edges indicate parent-to-child rela-

tionships. The MPI program is started by calling “mpiexec.”

The user’s program (i.e., mpitest) is executed through “hy-

dra pmi proxy,” which is part of the MPICH runtime [24].

Some executions have UNDEFINED labels because they never

call execve.

Bash (pid: 2322)

(pid: 6444) (pid: 6447)
mpiexec 

(pid: 6439)

(pid: 6445)sed 
(pid: 6446)

(pid: 6448)

(pid: 6449)

hydra_pmi_proxy 
(pid: 6440)

./mpitest 
(pid: 6441)

./mpitest
(pid: 6442)

./mpitest 
(pid: 6443)

Figure 5: Example of a provenance graph (execution part).

In the example, of all the processes only a small part

(i.e., nodes with red pattern) are of interest to users.

The provenances—for example, who runs them, which files

they accesses, their execution parameters, and environment

variables—are important for understanding their executions

and also for rerunning them. In LPS, we refer to them as

the representative executions, which implies that they can

represent the program without losing information about users’

behaviors. Note that the metadata collected for nonrepre-

sentative processes should be counted to its nearest parent

representative execution.

The aggregator identifies representative executions for com-

pressing the collected provenance. LPS relies on two obser-

vations in HPC platforms to deliver this information. First, in

login nodes, users normally operate through ssh and shell. The

child process of shell with the proper user command indicates

the representative executions. Second, in compute nodes where

parallel applications run, the processes are launched either

through ssh similar to login nodes or through a specific runtime

library such as MPI runtime, which means representative

executions should be the child of the runtime process. Based

on these two observations, LPS identifies representative execu-

tions from the real-time event streams generated by the tracer

in an online manner.

Specifically, each time a process creation event arrives, LPS
checks whether it is a child of a representative execution. If it

is, this process is ignored, since its activities should be counted

to its parent (i.e., the representative execution). If a process is

not a child of any existing representative execution, then either

it could be a representative execution or its parents have not

been identified yet. In such a case, we need to buffer events

about this process temporarily and wait for the determination.

The execve system call is the place to determine a repre-

sentative execution, which should have the shell name as the

exec name or is a direct child of MPI runtime. The exit
system call is the place to handle the processes that never

call execve. They will have UNDEFINED as their execname
when terminated. At that time, their parent should already

be determined to be a representative execution or not, and

buffered behaviors can be counted to its parent. In LPS, this

on-line pruning procedure moves fast and typically does not

need to buffer many events (as shown in Figure 12 in Section

5). In fact, most executions will first invoke execve and then

create children processes. Thus, most new processes can be

determined as children of a representative execution or not

when created.

C. LPS Builder

The core task of the LPS Builder involves two parts. First,

it fuses isolated execution events together; second, it builds

correct data dependencies from data access events.

1) Fusing with Environmental Variables.: In general, con-

necting high-level execution abstractions such as workflows

and jobs with processes requires a unique identifier shared

across them. Normally, this needs knowledge from specific

software. For example, how a job is scheduled into compute

nodes is visible only in software such as a job scheduler
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(e.g., the Portable Batch System, or PBS, [10]). In LPS, to

maximize the transparency, we utilize environment variables

of processes to share such knowledge. Specifically, to map

distributed jobs and local processes together, we require the

job scheduler to expose semantic information through envi-

ronmental variables to LPS. On the login node, the submitting

process (e.g., “qsub”) should create a submitID environment

variable to denote the unique identifier of the job. Its value

is assigned by the job scheduler. At the same time, in the

compute nodes, each process should also be assigned to the

same submitID environment variable to denote the job that

current process belongs to. By matching these two Ids in

the local LPS aggregator, we connect together the job and

process metadata collected from different locations. In fact,

existing HPC system software has partially done this. For

example, in PBS, all processes running on compute nodes

have an additional environment variable, PBS_JOBID, which

is uniquely assigned by the scheduler to denote a new job. In

the login node, the same Id is returned from the scheduler once

the “qsub” command returns. Similar features can be found in

COBALT [1] or Torque [4]. An I/O characterization tool such

as Darshan also leverages these features to match jobs and

their processes [13].
2) Building with Versioning.: To build correct data de-

pendencies means to create necessary versions of a file and

determine correct dependency between a process and a specific

version of file. The basis of such a task is to sort I/O events

on the same file in a chronological order and determine the

version and dependency accordingly. Since LPS has multiple

builders, to make sure that relevant events will always be

assigned to the same builder, the LPS aggregator sends events

on file (fa) to the kth builder instance based on the hash value

of the full file path (k = hash(fa)%m), where m equals the

number of servers in the LPS cluster.

File A
t0 t2 timeline

T2

T1

T2_start

T1_start T1_end

T2_end

t1 t3

Figure 6: Open/close granularity example.

Since LPS supports multiple provenance granularities, we

use the generic model to describe the algorithm. We assume

that the file access granularity is T [estart, eend]. Clearly, for

m accesses to a file, there will be T1, T2, ..., Tm received in

the builder. If all of them are not overlapped regarding their

time ranges, one can easily determine their dependencies: If Ti

is write, it generates a new version of the file; if Ti is read, it

depends on the previous write, that is, the newest version just

created. If there are overlaps among Tis, however, the situation

becomes more complicated. Figure 6 shows an example of this

case, where T2 starts at t1, which is between the start (t0) and

end (t2) of T1. In this case, if T2 is read and T1 is write, then

T1 should create new version of file fa, and T2 should depend

on the version that T1 creates on t2, instead of t0. The reason

is that T2 may read data that was written near t2. Similarly, if

T1 is read and T2 is write, T1 should depend on the version

that T2 creates at t3. If T1 and T2 are both read or write, there

is no dependency between them, although a new version of

the file will still be created by writes. We can thus create a

rule: For overlapped I/O, read always depend on the newest

version that the overlapped writes create.

Implementing such rule requires efficiently detecting the

overlapping and tracking the newest version created by over-

lapped writes. Note that the LPS builder does not directly

receive file access activities as T [estart, eend]. Instead, it

receives individual events (e.g., estart or eend), which are

mixed from different processes. The individual events can be

matched together by comparing their unique source process

Ids. Matched events can further be paired based on the

unified granularity model introduced in Section III-B. For

example, OpenRead event can be paired with LastRead or

CloseRead. Similarly, FirstWrite can be paired with LastWrite
or CloseWrite.

w0 start w1 start w1 end w0 end

r0 start

w0

Li
st w0

w1
w0
Av1 v2

r0 end

v3

w0
w1
A v2

w0
A v3 A v4

Figure 7: Building dependency with versions.

In the LPS implementation, on each builder we maintain a

sorted list to buffer the access events for each file, as Figure 7

shows. Each list is sorted in chronological order, where the

new event will be pushed into the beginning of the list. The

version of the file increases whenever a write access arrives,

regardless of whether it is the start event or the end event of a

write. We label the latest version number on the right side of

each list as new events arrive in Figure 7. The start event of

a write is buffered in the sorted list (e.g., ‘w1 start’), waiting

for its paired end event (e.g., ‘w1 end’), which will delete

both of them from the list. The start event of a read (e.g., ‘r0
start’) is also buffered in the sorted list, but it is not removed

when its paired end event arrives. Instead, it only updates its

order in the list based on the timestamps of the arrived end

event. The read event can be removed only if it becomes the

oldest element in the list, for example, when the “w0 end”

event arrives in Figure 7. In that case, all overlapped writes

have finished, and the read (r0) will depend on the last version

(i.e., v4) of the file.

3) Handling Clock Skew.: Note that, aggregating distributed

events needs to consider the uncertainty from the imperfect

clock synchronization in a distributed environment. Events

collected from different nodes may vary a small amount of

time. This might lead to incorrect order of file accesses from
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different servers [26]. To handle clock skew, we define a

configurable constant as the maximal clock skew (i.e., c)
for the whole HPC cluster. Typically, c can be as small as

milliseconds in a production HPC systems through applying

a clock synchronization protocols like NTP [29] or PTP [14].

Considering the clock skew, an event happening at t will not

be considered as accurate anymore; instead, it will be turned

into a time range as [t-c, t+c]. Note that, this uncertainty

is only applied on distributed events, like data accesses on

distributed files; not on the events only visible inside a single

node. In Figure 2, we show the clock skew as the the red

rectangles on the timeline. Considering the clock skew, when

we pair two events to form a granularity unit, it should become

T [estart − c, eend + c] respectively.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS

We implement a prototype of LPS using MPI and Sys-

temTap. To evaluate LPS, we build a typical HPC system

using CloudLab APT cluster as the major evaluation platform.

It provides bare-metal machines with root privilege to run

SystemTap script [34]. Regarding the hardware, CloudLab has

128 nodes, and we allocated up to 45 nodes for this evaluation.

To build a typical HPC environment, among these nodes we

installed PVFS parallel file system on 5 dedicated nodes as a

shared storage. Up to 32 nodes (256 cores) were allocated

as compute nodes. The remaining nodes were reserved to

construct the distributed LPS cluster. In all evaluations, if not

explicated stated, we only used one of them for aggregating

and storing the provenance. Each node has an 8-core Xeon

processor, 16 GB RAM, and 2 TB local hard disk drives. All

nodes are connected through a 10G Mellanox MX354A dual-

port switch.

A. LPS Tracer Performance and Analysis

The LPS tracer introduces overhead onto an instrumented

system call. Because it runs on every node, especially the

compute nodes, this overhead is critical. In this series of

evaluations, we carefully measured the overhead introduced by

LPS tracer under different workloads. Specifically, we ran two

benchmarks. First, we executed the IOR benchmark on a local

RamDisk with different blockSize parameters (varying from

1K bytes to 64K bytes) [36]. By writing into RamDisk, we

bypassed the disk I/O in order to minimize the possible varia-

tions. Second, we ran an DD command, dd if=/dev/zero
of=/dev/null bs=1 count=1M, to further minimize

the data copies (1 byte) in order to accurately measure the

overhead of a system call itself due to instrumentation.

In Figure 8 we report the IOR results. We observe that

for all workloads, the open/close granularity (only activate

the first script) incurred negligible overhead. The reason is

that during the IOR run, it opens/closes the test files several

times (based on the repetition parameters). On the other hand,

the first/last granularity did introduce noticeable overhead for

some workloads, especially those having a large amount of

small writes issued. If this overhead is unacceptable, a different

granularity should be chosen. This result clearly shows the

necessarily of supporting multiple granularities for different

workloads.

Figure 8: LPS local collector performance on IOR benchmark.

To accurately measure the overhead introduced by probing

every read/write in the LPS tracer, we ran the DD benchmark.

It issues 2 million I/O requests (reads and writes) in total, each

of which contains 1 byte to minimize the data copies. In this

way, we can measure the time cost of each read/write
system call before and after probing. We show the results

in Figure 9. In this figure, the y-axis is the time cost of

each read/write system call in nanoseconds. We show

three cases for comparison. First, with no probe at all, the

average response time for a read or write was around 100 ns.

Second, if we probe only the read/write system calls but do

not collect any events, it introduced around a 300 ns overhead.

This is the overhead coming from SystemTap itself. Third,

if we collect all LPS events, another 100 ns overhead was

introduced. Note that this is an extreme case designed for

quantifying the overheads of kernel instrumentation. Such I/O

behaviors barely show in real HPC applications. Instead, lower

overheads as shown in Figure 8 are more common.

Figure 9: Read/write probe overhead measurement.

B. LPS Aggregator Performance and Analysis

The main memory consumption of LPS on compute nodes

comes from the pipeline. Its size is highly relevant to how

fast the events are produced by the tracer and also how fast

they are consumed by the aggregator. In this section, we

first measure the speed of event generation. The speed of

consumption is relevant to the remote LPS builder and hence
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is discussed in the next section. Note that since first/last and

open/close generate the same number of events, we used the

open/close script in this evaluation. We also used the same IOR

settings as the previous one to build I/O-intensive workloads.

Figure 10 plots the generated events after a 200-second run

of the I/O-intensive workloads. The maximal event generation

speed is around 40 events per second, which leads to limited

memory consumption since the size of each event is typically

less than 100 bytes. We note that the IOR benchmark was

run on RamDisk, representing the maximal I/O performance

achievable. Real HPC applications will generate far fewer

events.

Figure 10: Event generation speed under different workloads.

The LPS aggregator monitors a counter to identify whether

the current granularity should be changed. Figure 11 shows

how this counter value changes under different workloads

(using the same IOR settings). The results show that for

the workload “IOR-64K” the aggregator monitors the mini-

mal counter values and that for the workload “IOR-1K” the

counter values are significantly larger, occasionally reaching

7K. Recall the results shown in Figure 8, where “IOR-1K”

introduces significant overhead but “IOR-16K” has only minor

overhead. Thus, we can have an empirical threshold for our

testing platform: Once the counter value exceeds 1500, the

aggregator should notify users to switch to coarser granularity.

Figure 11: Counter value changes under different workloads.

In Figure 12 we also show the pruning performance by

plotting sampled statistical metrics (only about execution-

relevant events) in LPS. The workloads include MPI programs

and data manipulation. In this plot, we show the changing

number of received total execution relevant events (on the right

y-axis) and the number of running processes in the system,

the number of buffered processes due to pruning, and the

number of final representative executions (all on the left y-

axis). As we can observe from this figure, the total number

of collected events (processes relevant) increases steadily. The

buffered processes and representative executions, however, are

kept at a constantly small number and drop to 0 or 1 when

the system goes to idle most of the time. This observation

indicates a small memory footprint of LPS in handling the

process-relevant events, in addition to the limited memory

consumption in the pipeline.

Figure 12: LPS local aggregator statistic metrics.

C. LPS Builder Performance and Analysis

In LPS, all events after being processed by aggregators are

sent to the remote builder for final processing and persistence.

Hence, the builders are expected to process events from all

login nodes and compute nodes in an HPC cluster, potentially

leading to a scalability bottleneck. We evaluate the scalability

of LPS builder in this section. Since the builder runs on

dedicated nodes, we do not intend to keep a small memory

footprint as we strive to achieve on compute nodes.

We note that although our evaluation platform is not large

(45 nodes in total), we can still scale up to conduct serious

pressure tests on the LPS builder by running IOR on RamDisk
instead of the much slower parallel file systems. Specifically,

we forced the test file (in the RamDisk of each node) written

by the IOR benchmark to be considered as a shared file. Hence,

all compute nodes send file access events to a single builder

for testing its scalability. Considering the speed of RAM, this

series of tests actually delivers an extreme number of I/O

events, similar to a fully loaded medium-scale to large-scale

supercomputer (around 30 GB/s I/O throughput). One builder

and up to 256 compute cores were used in this evaluation.

Figure 13 reports the results. We use the number of write

operations per second per node to show the IOR performance.

From these results, we conclude that (1) the open/close granu-

larity still achieved the negligible overhead compared with the

original system and (2) the first/last granularity experienced

significant overhead. Although the process number increased,
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Figure 13: LPS builder scalability.

however, the first/last granularity is still scalable. The low

speed of first/last granularity comes from the tracer overhead

on each compute node, and the stable scalability comes from

the fact that it generates the same number of events without

overflooding the system.

D. Overall LPS System Performance Evaluation

In this subsection, we present the overall performance and

overhead analysis of LPS. In this series of tests, we used an

LPS deployment that includes 32 compute nodes (total 256

cores), 5 storage servers, and 1 dedicated server acting as the

LPS cluster. We chose three different benchmarks indicating

different scenarios of performance-oriented applications in

HPC. Specifically, we used the High Performance Conju-

gate Gradients (HPCG) benchmark to represent the balanced

data- and CPU-intensive workloads [19]; we used IOR to

simulate the growingly critical data-intensive workloads [36];

and we used the MDTest to conduct evaluations representing

metadata-intensive applications [31]. We believe the selected

benchmarks represent typical workloads seen in most scientific

applications.

In Figure 14 we report the overhead comparison of the

HPCG benchmark tests. In these tests we ran HPCG with an

increasing number of processes (from 8 to 196) and measured

its reported performance in GFlops. The same benchmark was

run with all granularities. Since the performance reported in

GFlops by HPCG is stable in all runs, we do not plot the

error bars. As the figure shows, the difference among runs is

too minor to be noticeable. We also plot a zoomed-in version

of a small range, from 29 GFlops to 30 GFlops, to identify

the difference. As the zoomed-in figure shows, the example

without LPS running achieved the best performance, although

with less than 0.1% difference compared with other cases.

In Figure 15 we report the results of the IOR benchmark

tests with each supported granularity. For the benchmark, we

ran with different numbers of processes; the total number of

processes in the experiment was 256. Each process ran on a

single core; and each issued 50,000 rounds of random 4 Kbyte

writes. Such concurrent I/O processes hit the limits of our

PVFS cluster. Each IOR run was repeated 10 times, and we

Figure 14: LPS performance with HPCG benchmark.

plot the mean throughput and the standard deviation. From

this figure, we can make two observations: (1) open/close

granularity barely introduces an overhead (around 0.1%) for

such I/O-intensive tests; and (2) first/last granularity intro-

duces noticeable overheads compared with the original system.

However, the overhead is largely covered by the deviation,

indicating that it is also minor in most cases. The maximal

observed overhead was still less than 1% in our evaluations.

Figure 15: LPS performance with IOR benchmark.

In Figure 16 we report the results of the MDTest cases

with different granularities. MDTest is a benchmark that mea-

sures the performance of various metadata operations. In this

figure, we report several representative operations, including

“Directory Creation/Removal” and “File Creation/Read.” The

benchmark was conducted multiple times, and we plot their

mean values in the figure. From the results, we can easily ob-

serve that for most of these metadata operations, except “File

Read” operations, LPS does not introduce noticeable overhead.

The large overhead of reading files is due mostly to the read

operations issued by MDTest hitting the I/O buffer, which may

lead to high pressure on LPS with first/last granularity. We

have discussed this result in previous evaluations.
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Figure 16: LPS performance with MDTest benchmark.

E. Real-World Use Case Support

In this subsection, we show an example of how LPS sup-

ports data management tasks such as the computation results

analysis described in Section II.

Figure 17 shows a fragment of the LPS provenance graph

built after running the IOR benchmarks using the same

configuration file multiple times (visualized using d3.js [2]).

In this figure, the light blue dots represent processes, and

the deep blue dots represent files. Note that to save the

space, we eliminated irrelevant file accesses by the emacs and

IOR processes. Also, we utilized the open/close file access

granularity in this example.

emacs

/scratch/joe/ior.conf
Version: 1

/scratch/joe/ior.conf
Version: 0

ior
ior

ior
ior

ior
ior

Shared Libs

Figure 17: LPS support of computation results analysis.

As we can see here, users ran the same IOR benchmarks

multiple times trying to obtain an accurate I/O performance.

This is a common practice to smooth the system variations

in performance evaluations. The key is that all the IOR runs

should use the same configuration file so that their results

are comparable. As we highlight in the figure, however,

LPS reveals that two IOR runs were actually based on a

different version (version 1) of the configuration file, which

was created by an emacs process. This indicates that someone

may accidentally modify the configuration file. By looking at

this figure, one can easily realize that the average of these IOR

results will not correctly reflect the real system performance.

Moreover, by tracking back the emacs process, one will be

able to identify who made such a modification and whether

the consequence is severe. This example demonstrates how the

computation results analysis use cases can be supported with

our LPS system on HPC platforms.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Provenance has proved useful in many use cases that are

critical to scientific discoveries, such as identifying the data

sources, parameters, processing or assumptions behind a given

result; auditing data usage to locate datasets that are derived

from problematic inputs; understanding the detailed process

that how different input data are transformed into outputs;

or improving the system performance by analyzing past data

access behaviors. Even though provenance is important and

highly valuable, however, it is challenging to trace and build

provenance metadata efficiently in highly parallel architecture.

In this research, we have introduced LPS, a lightweight

provenance service for HPC systems. The key contributions

and unique features of LPS include the following: (1) a

system-level transparent tracing methodology designed for

HPC environment; (2) a unified provenance granularity model

introduced to support flexible granularity control and a balance

between overhead and accuracy; and (3) a representative

execution concept introduced to compress superfluous events

for achieving the low overhead requirement. We have also

conducted comprehensive evaluations, and the results support

these design objectives. We consider that LPS and its associ-

ated design and methodologies provide a provenance solution

for performance-critical parallel architectures and systems,

including the performance-centric HPC systems.

Our future work focuses on two areas. First, we will de-

velop an automatic granularity-switching mechanism to further

enhance the transparency of LPS. Second, we will work on

performance optimizations and on extending LPS to better

support various scientific workflow systems.
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